INDUSTRY FOOD AND BEVERAGE

JOS SUCCESS STORY

PIZZA HUT HONG KONG ENJOYS
CRISP DATA INSIGHTS WITH
NEW DATA WAREHOUSING AND
VISUALISATION TOOLS
CHALLENGES

• Unable to scale up to meet demand
• Ineﬃcient data presentation tools that
gleaned little insights from data
• Data scrubbing hindered time-to-insight
• Inconsistent data warehouse operations
across teams

SOLUTIONS

• WhereScape
• Tableau

BENEFITS

•
•
•
•

WhereScape: Built-in documentation
WhereScape: Scalability for future
Tableau: Speedy reports
Tableau: Impressive data visualisation

Pizza Hut Hong Kong deployed a proof of concept integrating WhereScape and Tableau
to test out next-generation database management and presentation capabilities. The
former completely remedied the documentation issues that Pizza Hut had faced
in the past, while greatly enhancing its ability to quickly derive actionable insights
from disparate data sources. Meanwhile, the latter provided a set of intelligent
templates for Pizza Hut to visualise data in a meaningful and appealing way.

CHALLENGES
Inefﬁcient, non-scalable solution stymied growth

As the longest-running pizza chain in Hong Kong, Pizza Hut has been serving pizzas and Italian fare to Hong Kong
foodies since 1981. The household pizza brand currently operates in 80 locations throughout Hong Kong and Macau
with a staﬀ count upwards of 4,000.
Hongkongers’ appetite for pizza is as immense as it is ever-changing. Like any incumbent market leader, Pizza
Hut had to constantly evolve to meet the demands and expectations of its customers. “Unlike many established
businesses, we haven’t been one to shy away from technology. In fact, we embraced it the best we could,” said Ravel
Lai, Regional IT & Digital Director, Jardine Restaurant Group. In the advent of data analytics, Pizza Hut was quick to
hop on to the trend and integrated it into its daily operations.

Pizza Hut started with basic databases and
reporting tools. However, it was soon apparent
that the solutions were insuﬃcient: data sources
increased quickly, as did the demands from
management. To get actionable insights, the IT
team had to spend considerable time on data
cleansing. “At ﬁrst, our analytics was mostly
centred on dinner numbers, but then came the
need for lunch numbers as well as more in-depth
insights such as weekday and weekend business
comparisons. Our presentations were not up to par
either, we could only scratch the surface of issues
given the time and tools.”
As more departments warmed up to using data,
the volume of report requests IT had to deal with
also swelled. Typically, IT adopts a “waterfall”
model to generate reports, a linear, inﬂexible model
that is prone to slowing down when there is a
congestion—a very real problem that signiﬁcantly
mired Pizza Hut’s ability to deliver timely reports.
Another challenge that hindered Pizza Hut’s
advance towards embracing data was the lack of
documentation. Every team involved in the data
warehouse had a diﬀerent approach to managing
data. The inconsistency proved to be one of the
bigger hurdles Pizza Hut had to overcome.

SOLUTIONS

BENEFITS

The blossoming of a long-term relationship

“We’ve relied on JOS for our hardware procurement
for years. When we told them about our challenges,
the JOS team suggested that we try WhereScape.
Though we were sceptical of it at ﬁrst—knowing
that it’s a relatively new solution for an innovative
concept—JOS came to us with a very convincing
presentation to demonstrate their understanding of
our needs. We were very impressed by their eﬀort,
and soon we greenlit a proof of concept to test out
the solution,” said Lai.

Lai recalled his experience during the tender
process, said, “We’ve had many meetings
with other vendors, but none demonstrated an
understanding of our challenges and needs like
JOS. JOS has shown true initiative and is driven to
solve our problems. Instead of selling us speciﬁc
products, JOS developed diﬀerent scenarios that
reﬂect our real needs, which were very helpful for
us in getting the internal approvals for the project.”
With support from JOS, Pizza Hut now enjoys the
following beneﬁts:

“JOS has shown true initiative and is

WhereScape: Built-in documentation

driven to solve our problems.”

Ravel Lai Regional IT & Digital Director, Jardine
Restaurant Group

During the proof of concept, JOS planned a
WhereScape data warehouse deployment for
Pizza Hut using three data sources provided by the
restaurant chain: sales, CRM (customer relationship
management) system and inventory. The data
warehouse layer stores standardised, structured
data that is easy to extract for reporting and
analytical purposes. On top of that, to address the
data presentation demands, JOS implemented an
additional layer using Tableau for data visualisation.
Tableau is an intuitive data analytics tool that lets
companies easily generate reports using ready-touse templates with common KPIs across industries.

In the past, all technical documentation had to
be maintained manually, but since the practice
was not enforced, little documentation was
created. Today, with WhereScape, every change is
automatically logged for all of IT team to see. An
added beneﬁt of it is now multiple staﬀ members
can work together on the data warehouse,
preventing the issue of having a single point of
failure negatively impacting operations.

WhereScape: Scalability for future

“In time, we hope to bring more data sources to
our platform. WhereScape’s design environment
made it easy for us to build and optimise our
data warehouse while incorporating many of the
industry’s standards and best practices,” said Lai.
Using WhereScape, Pizza Hut futureproofs its BI
capability with agile, world-class data warehouse
performance that will continue to serve them well
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PIZZA HUT HONG KONG
even as expand to more granular data such as
those from the point of sales (POS) system in its
restaurant locations.

Tableau: Speedy reports

Compared to the days when reports had to be
manually compiled on traditional spreadsheet and
presentation software, Pizza Hut now generates
reports up to 30% quicker. Lai credited the
easy-to-use templates with interactive features
that come “out-of-the-box” with Tableau. “The
templates already have many established KPI
formulas that we can borrow. We no longer have
to massage the data or manually input values,
minimising the chance of human error skewing our
data. All we have to do is to plug in data from our
databases and we’d have a dashboard that is both
insightful and presentable.”

Tableau: Impressive data visualisation

Instead of ﬁrst pulling a subset of data from a data
source and organising it into tables, Tableau has
the capability to create a visual representation of
data right away, skipping aforementioned steps.
Such visualisations can be realised in the form of
bar or line charts, or more sophisticated linked data
views that allow for easy analysis and comparison.

has been tremendously positive as the reports help
them quickly identify problems, which translate to
quicker actions. “We sometimes have to work with
very small windows of opportunity. Quick reports
that identify challenges for us help us to seize such
opportunities and beneﬁt from them.”

Pizza Hut has been serving Hong Kong for over 30 years
and its ﬁrst restaurant was opened in 1981. In 1987,
Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd. took over the Hong Kong
Pizza Hut franchise business and since then “Customer
Mania” has been adopted as the corporate culture
towards serving its customers with total dedication.

“Thanks to their training and advice,

Pizza Hut is the largest pizza and pasta chain restaurant
in Hong Kong, with over 4,000 employees being
deployed to work in over 80 outlets throughout Hong
Kong and Macau, including takeaway and delivery
services.

we’ve made a very smooth transition.”

Ravel Lai Regional IT & Digital Director, Jardine
Restaurant Group

The positive results of the deployment reinforced
Pizza Hut’s conﬁdence in JOS and technology.
“We’re keen to expand our use of these solutions.
Fortunately, JOS is an expert of both solutions.
Thanks to their training and advice, we’ve made
a very smooth transition. We look forward to
continuing our partnership.”

Tableau’s templates automatically highlight the key
areas on the reports using visually striking colours.
According to Lai, feedback from the management
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP
Have a query or need more information about the above success story?
Contact JOS at +852 2565 2011 or connect@jos.com.

ABOUT JOS
JOS, a division of the JTH Group, is a systems integrator, solutions provider and technology consultancy
with extensive local and industry knowledge. With 2,000+ IT professionals in nine oﬃces across Asia, JOS
has improved the performance of more than 10,000 clients. JOS has experience in AI, big data, cloud
computing, enterprise applications, enterprise security, IoT, mobility and next generation infrastructure.

JOS conﬁdential and proprietary information for company use only. No unauthorized copying or distribution permitted.
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